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***FILENAME***0006.bbtHo l t z ' s  A n n o t a t e d  E d i t i o n  o f  A g n o n ' s  Hak hna s a t  k a l l a h

Avraham Holtz, ed. Mar¥ot umkorot: Mahadurah mu¥eret um¥uyeret shel hakhnasat

kallah leShai Agnon. Jerusalem: Schocken, 1995, 326 pp.

Ordinarily, the publication of an annotated edition of a modern novel, even one

regarded as a classic by a formidable writer, attracts scant attention in the world of

literary criticism, particularly in an age preoccupied with theory and cultural

criticism. At best, only those scholars interested in the speci®c text annotated cite

the publication or purchase the book. Fortunately, this has not been true in the case

of Avraham Holtz's annotated edition of Agnon's novel Hakhnasat kallah; the book

was granted a prepublication award by the Israeli Department of Education and

Culture in 1994 and has been amply noted in the Israeli press. Unfortunately, the

most ambitious study of this novel to date, Dan Miron's Histaklut beravnekher

(Under a motley canopy, 1996), reviews the history of Agnon criticism, including

Avraham Holtz's previous book on Agnon, Ma¦aseh bereb Yudel Hasid (1986), but

accords this commentary only one passing reference. Miron is interested in plot and

episode rather than in narrative style, and thus his slight of this commentary might

have led to its apparent neglect by the scholarly community over the past ®ve years.

Holtz's commentary, however, deserves our careful attention for several reasons.

First, it is the only full commentary we have on a major work in modern Hebrew

literature. Second, in that it is a commentary on Agnon, the quintessential master of

traditional Jewish texts, it raises a host of signi®cant questions about intertextuality,

an area much alluded to, but rarely seriously explored in modern Hebrew literary

criticism. Third, in that it is a commentary, we are prompted to ask questions about

its place in the history of Hebrew commentaries, a venerable ®eld of traditional

Jewish intellectual endeavor.

The notion that this annotated edition may evoke associations with a

traditional religious text is neither far-fetched nor insigni®cant. Holtz shies away

from the term perush, and prefers the term ``annotated edition,'' but both the object

of his annotation, Agnon's very layered text larded with biblical and rabbinic terms,

and the very format of the book suggest the term ``commentary.'' Instead of
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publishing Holtz's annotations separately, as was done in the case of Joyce's Ulysses

(Holtz's model cited in his introduction), the notes were published together with

the text. The resulting format: quarto with the notes running along the outer and

bottom margins in a di²erent typeface from the Agnonic text, which is printed here

in the same typeface as in the canonical Schocken editions, must evoke associations

with the standard text of the Babylonian Talmud. And since the text is written in

Agnon's well-known creative amalgam of rabbinic/hasidic Hebrew and the notes

repeatedly refer to biblical and rabbinic texts or aspects of the narrated worldÐ

eastern Galicia about 1820Ðthe reading experience may well resemble what one

experiences while reading a rabbinic text.

The erudition displayed in the preparation of this volume is formidable, even

awe-inspiring. While it is true that with the availability of computer databases, one

can retrieve passages and references from an extraordinary range of biblical and

rabbinic texts, the scholarly range and the evident industry invested in the

preparation of this commentary are impressive. The footnotes are copious; the

bibliography is full; there are fascinating illustrations on almost every page; even the

maps of Reb Yudel's journeys throughout Galicia are accurate. Obviously, if one is

to prepare an edition of a complex novel written by a writer prodigiously learned in

Jewish texts, which he deploys throughout his work, the pervasive resonance of the

traditional texts with all they imply must be engaged. And this is Holtz's mission.

Yet it is precisely this resonance that raises the central question posed by this

major e²ort of annotation: What type of annotation is Holtz generating here? Is it a

modern scienti®c annotation? Or is it what one would expect in a commentary upon

a traditional rabbinic or biblical text? Could it be both? What is the target audience?

Is it written for readers who have no background in Judaic texts? Or is it designed to

enrich the reading experience of scholars or readers familiar with rabbinical texts?

Could it be for both? Certainly, these questions confront the reader on every page of

this challenging edition. Since this is a rare publication in the history of modern

Hebrew literature, we should clarify these issues with the hope that other scholars

will produce annotated editions of other modern Hebrew classics.

Holtz is careful to call his work mahadurah mu¥eret um¥uyeret, that is, an

annotated and illustrated edition. In the introduction he never employs the term

perush (commentary), but rather hev¥er (clarifying explanation), a coinage that
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Mar¥ot umkorot: Mahadurah mu¥eret um¥uyeret shel hakhnasat kallah leShai Agnon, ed. Avraham Holtz (Jerusalem: Schocken, 1995),
p. 8. World Copyrights Schocken Publishing House Ltd., Tel Aviv, Israel.
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merges the b¥r root and the bhr root. Adopting the terminology ``non-interpretive

annotations'' used by Don Gi²ord and Robert J. Seidman in their Ulysses,

Annotated: Notes for James Joyce's Ulysses, Holtz claims in his introduction that these

non-interpretive annotations ``present the information necessary to understand the

allusions of the text and all the layers of nuances embedded in it, but refrain from

any interpretive determination.'' This aspiration, however understandable and

admirable, is in essence impossible, since there is no such thing as a non-interpretive

annotation. Holtz would be hard-pressed to ®nd any literary theorist who would

deny the widely held claim that all annotations, all translations, all readings are, in

e²ect, interpretive. All readings are, so to speak, allegories. Holtz's methodological

claim is, therefore, problematical.

We can, however, turn this problem into a heuristic advantage: by seizing upon

this aspect, we can interrogate his annotation, probe its method, and uncover its real

riches. To do so, we have to study a sample of his text, analyzing each note, writing,

as it were, a supercommentary on his commentary. In doing so, we shall raise a host

of fascinating questions regarding Holtz's method, his employment of his great

erudition, the nature of Agnon's text and the problems of reading it, the competence

of today's readers, and, ®nally, the legitimacy of interpretationÐor abstinence from

interpretation. We begin with the ®rst page and use Holtz's pagination and line

enumeration.

Page 7. Hakhnasat kallah. In a helpful introductory note, we learn that the

novel's name, Hakhnasat kallah, is a rabbinic term in common usage, since it is found

in the siddur among other laudable mitzvot a Jew should perform. After reading this

list, we are informed what this mitzvah is: it was customary to raise funds to marry

o² young brides with a respectable dowry. That the term is an abbreviation of

hakhnasat kallah le¶uppah (bringing the bride to the marriage canopy) is never

explained. Clearly, Holtz suspects that his reader might not know the origin or

meaning of this central phrase, but the reader who knows Hebrew but not the

custom would be left with a linguistic query: How does the term ``bringing the

bride'' refer to a wedding, or assume the status of a cardinal mitzvah?

We are told, furthermore, that the term is also used in Yiddish, as attested by

Nahum Stutchko² in his thesaurus, Der oytser fun der yidisher shprakh. The purpose

of the reference to Stutchko² 's thesaurus is never explained here or elsewhere.
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Reb Yudel miBrod. In Agnon's subtitle, we ®nd the name of the hero, Reb Yudel

miBrod, that is, from the town of Brody. We are told that Brody, in eastern Galicia,

was in 1820 (the approximate time of the action of the novel, a fact never explained)

a city of 18,000 inhabitants, of whom 16,000 were Jews. We are referred for further

information on Brody to Nathan Gelber's book on the history of the Jews of Brody

(1955). While this elucidating note is welcome and again assumes that the modern

reader might not know where Brody is, the citation of Gelber raises an interesting

problem. If the reader is curious enough to study the pages in Gelber, he will ®nd

that by 1820 Brody had the beginnings of a Haskalah community and was one of the

major centers of Jewish entrepreneurial trade, from which many Jews began to

migrate toward Odessa. Brody was no provincial shtetl. In Brody, Yitzhak Erter,

one of the leading anti-hasidic Hebrew satirists of the ®rst half of the nineteenth

century, wrote and published between 1823 and 1851 (roughly the time of the action

in Hakhnasat kallah) his ®ve satires that were collected in 1858 as Hatsofeh levet

yisra¥el. Given this historical background, why did Agnon, whose imposing

knowledge of Galician Jewry was legendary, situate his hero in Brody? Can we

imagine that Agnon was unaware of Erter? Should the reader be suspicious that this

is no mere hasidic tale?

Ufarashat gedulat. The note merely cites the biblical origin of this term in

Esther 10:2. In doing so, Holtz follows a tradition of a text annotation that refrains

from any explanation or interpretation: cf. the many volumes edited by the

medievalist Y. Schirmann. We are never told, however, that this term, ufarashat

gedulat, the chapter of the greatness, probably conveys a touch of irony, since there is

nothing in the book to con®rm the greatness of the Jews living in the Hapsburg

Empire. Similarly, there was no annotation of the ®rst term of the subtitle, ni¯e¥ot,

the wonders of. The term ni¯a¥ot appears frequently in reference to hasidic tales,

wonder tales, but could Agnon be using this term constatively, without irony, in the

subtitle to this novel, in itself a modern literary genre that assumes the subversion by

inclusion of traditional subgenres? Even in his short tales written before Hakhnasat

kallahÐ for example, ``Aggadat hasofer''ÐAgnon demonstrated his penchant to

parodize hasidic tropes. The genius of this novel, I would argue, lies in its brilliantly

subtle parodic tone, which allows a traditional reader to read the book as a pious tale

and the modern reader to read it as a hilarious satire.
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Yoshevei medinat hakirah. We are informed that the territory mentioned is

eastern Galicia, which was part of the Austro-Hungarian Empire at the beginning

of the nineteenth century, obviously the time of the novel. For the reader who does

not know the meaning of the acronym KIRAH, Holtz supplies in parentheses:

Hakesar yarum hodo (His Imperial Majesty). We are informed that the emperor of

the time was Franz II and that the term Galitsyah bimdinat hakirah is found in a

traditional commentary on a known rabbinic homily. Again, the range of targeted

readers is wide, including one who does not know the common acronym and one

who might be interested in the fact that the term is attested in a traditional rabbinic

text.

8:1. Ish ¶asid hayah. The reader is referred to the source of these three words,

the ®rst part of the content heading of chapter 1. They come from a mizmor sung on

Friday evenings and, written in fairly simply Hebrew, tell us that there once was a

poor Hasid, and so forth. Holtz avoids here any interpretive commentary, though

the reference raises fascinating questions. What, for instance, did Agnon intend the

reader to understand by this rather obvious reference? And how is the reader to react

to the use of this premodern, stylized content heading? The Hasid in the mizmor is

terribly (and conventionally) poor, as is Reb Yudel in the novel. This content

heading is immediately realized in the very ®rst, signature line of the novel, 8:3,

where we read: Ma¦aseh be¶asid e¶ad shehayah ¦ani gadol umdukah ba¦aniyut,

ra¶amana litslan (This is the tale of a certain Hasid who was terribly poor and

depressed in poverty, God help us). An experienced reader of Agnon cannot escape

the deliberate ambiguity of this ®rst, signature line where the author piles up clichÂes

taken from hasidic tales, including the obligatory ra¶amana litslan. What, we must

ask, does this deliberate and obvious pastiche mean to the author, to the reader?

And, further: What is this novel about? What could Holtz mean by merely referring

the reader to the mizmor? What, ultimately, is the e²ect of his avoidance of

interpretation? Do we assume that Holtz is unaware of the ambiguities of the

parodic tone?

¼okhmat nashim. These two words also appear in the stylized content heading

to chapter 1. Holtz has three points to make about this term. First, it is the name of

a popular book (written originally in Italian) for Jewish women, explaining Jewish

laws and customs; one can read up on it in Israel Zinberg's multivolume history of
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Jewish literature, Toldot sifrut yisra¥el, 4, 108. Holtz says nothing about the role of

Frumet, Reb Yudel's wife, in the development of the plot; without her seeking the

advice of the Apter rebbe, there would be no story. This certainly would qualify

Agnon's use of the title of a book written for the education of womenÐa rare

phenomenon in Jewish history. Second, we are referred to the entry in Stutchko² 's

thesaurus where we learn that the term can be used in Yiddish as well as in Hebrew;

and that the semantic e²ect of the Yiddish usage is ironic, hence negative, that is,

women have no wisdom. Since he brings this entry, Holtz clearly assumes that

Agnon was aware of the misogynistic connotation of the term in Yiddish and that it

is thus meaningful in the novel. But the novel really portrays the opposite: Frumet,

Reb Yudel's wife, is not a stupid woman at all. Third, we are also referred to Prov.

14:1, where we learn that ``the wisest of women builds her house, but folly tears it

down with its own hands'' ( Jewish Publication Society translation). Holtz adds to

this citation the possibility of reading ¶okhmat nashim as the wisdom of women or

¶okhmah banashim, the wisdom in women. We thus have three glosses on the phrase:

one bibliographic; one lexicographic; and one exegetical. The reader must ask, at

this point: What is one supposed to do with this rich information? What does it tell

us about the novel, or about Agnon's attitude toward women in the novel?

Patshegen haketav. Here we are referred to Esther 3:14, where the term means

``the text of the document.'' The need to gloss this phrase raises a revelatory

question. The term has two meanings: in the Book of Esther, it means ``the text of

the document''; in early modern literature, it means the plot of a play or a novel.

Agnon uses it in the biblical sense. Is Holtz directing his reader toward the biblical

rather than the early modern meaning, or does he assume that the contemporary

Hebrew reader knows neither of these meanings? This gloss and many like it attest

to one of the fundamental problems facing the author of this commentary: What

does the contemporary reader of Hebrew know about the world of ideas, practices,

and references that constitute the text of Hakhnasat kallah? Certainly, Holtz had to

encounter this challenge in each line that he chose to annotate. But then, can

Holtz's choices serve as an index of the Hebrew and Judaic erudition of the implied

reader of his commentary?

8:2. Umora lo ya¦aleh ¦al rosho. This is the last item in the content heading of

chapter 1, and to explain it Holtz refers us to Judg. 13:15, where one ®nds the source
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of the Agnonic phrase. Holtz, however, does not explain the parodic play here. In

Judges, morah means razor, while here, mora¥ means fear. The verse in Judges reports

that Samson's mother-to-be was told by an angel that no razor should be used on

her son's head. Here, Agnon playfully foretells us that Reb Yudel will not be afraid.

Holtz observes that this refers to 14:12 in Agnon's text, where Reb Yudel has no fear

as he is being stoned by a crowd of young gentile boys, since he has already prayed

te®llat haderekh, the prayer for a journey. There is no mention here of the hilarious

comparison of Samson with Reb Yudel, or any intimation that Agnon might think

that Reb Yudel's con®dence in the protective powers of te®llat haderekh is ludicrous.

8:3. Umdukka ba¦aniyut. Without explaining this rare usage, meaning

``depressed/sunken in poverty,'' Holtz adduces a source from the Babylonian Talmud

that states that ``the Lord depresses with/in agonies whomever He favors.'' The

idiom itself is never explained to the reader who might not know it. More

important, does Holtz imply that Agnon espouses the pious sentiment expressed by

the talmudic saying? In Agnon's text, this phrase is one of a string of pious clichÂes

often found, as we have said, in hasidic tales and that therefore evoke a tone of

parody. I would argue that if, indeed, Agnon had this source in mind, he was

rejecting it as he wrote this line. We have enough evidence from Agnon's copious

writing to doubt that in the late 1920s, when he wrote most of Hakhnasat kallah, he

could have entertained such a position.

Ra¶amana litslan. This Aramaic phrase meaning ``may the Merciful One save

us,'' is glossed in Hebrew and explained as ̀ `a rabbinic expression that one frequently

utters before mentioning some misfortune.'' (In this text, incidentally, it is utteredÐ

as it often isÐafter, not before, the mentioning of Reb Yudel's poverty.) Holtz

reports that it is also used in Yiddish and brings as support Stutchko² 's thesaurus.

While in previous references to Stutchko² he has nothing to say about Yiddish,

here he advises the (scholarly) reader to explore Itamar Even-Zohar's discourse on

the relationship between Hebrew and Yiddish, and the work of both Even-Zohar

and H. Shmeruk on the e²orts of modern writers to render authentic dialogue in

these two languages. While the curious reader can ®nd these studies cited in the

bibliography, he would never know without reading them that Holtz here is

touching upon one of the most fascinating aspects of Agnon's text. The richly woven
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Hebrew texts, using citations and parodies from thousands of sources, is actually

rendering a world of Yiddish speakers.

Yoshev ¦al hatorah ve¦al ha¦avodah. Unlike the above reference to sophisticated

scholarly articles, Holtz's note here informs the reader that this phrase is based on

the Pirke Avot 1:2, a basic text that most Hebrew readers have encountered in the

original or in a variety of popular venues. The disparity in the level of glosses is

startling.

8:4. Mehavayot ha¦olam. We are told, ®rst, that this phrase is also found in

Yiddish (again a reference to Stutchko²) and second, that it means ̀ `worldly a²airs.''

To make the point, Holtz brings the well-known saying that rabbinic scholars busy

themselves with the havayot (debates) of Abaye and Rava and not with the havayot

(matters) of this world. Two questions arise here: Would the reader who does not

know who Abaye and Rava were comprehend this added clari®cation? And would

the reader understand that this term actually continues the string of clichÂes

introduced in line 3, the ®rst line of the text of the narrative?

Umassa umattan. Holtz explains here that this is a rabbinic expression for the

term mikka¶ umimkar (business). But what lexicographical point is being made

here? Both these terms are found in rabbinic literature, and it would be di³cult to

demonstrate that the contemporary reader is more familiar with mikka¶ umimkar

than with massa umattan, which mikka¶ umimkar is supposed to explain.

8:5. Rak betorat adonai ¶eftso. Here we are referred to the text of Ps. 1:1±2. No

explanation is given.

Banigleh uvanistar. This phrase is carefully explained as meaning ``in revealed

Torah texts and esoteric texts.'' Holtz obviously assumes that the reader is unfamiliar

with these terms. He adds that these terms are also found in Yiddish, ``see

Stutchko².''

Be¥eimah uvyir¥ah uv¥ahavah. We are referred to a statement in the Babylonian

Talmud for the source of these rather common words meaning ``with fear, with awe,

and with love.''

While one can ®nd more illuminating entries throughout the volume, those

brought here are representative of the method and its problems. Holtz is inhibited

by two methodological contingencies, one external, one internal. The external one is
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the nature of the targeted readers. The author is clearly trying to engage two

distinctly di²erent groups of readers with radically di²erent competencies: those

who have the erudition to read the Agnon text with ease, and those who will have

some di³culty doing so because of their ignorance of literary, often rabbinic

Hebrew. The glosses, as we have seen, thus vary widely in their level. This di³culty,

perhaps impossible to overcome, is revealing. Traditional Hebrew commentariesÐ

Rashi, for instance, or even contemporary commentaries aimed at a learned

audienceÐcan assume a common fund of information, a familiarity with biblical

and rabbinic texts, and daily Jewish religious behavior patterns. The commentator

on an Agnon text or, for that matter, many other Hebrew texts written before the

1930s, cannot make this assumption. Holtz has written this commentary partly for

his contemporaries who do not have a fraction of his erudition, and partly for his

colleagues or readers with a signi®cant level of Hebrew literary competence. The

burning question is: Who will be able to read Agnon one hundred years from now?

Holtz's second problem is self-in¯icted. By forswearing interpretation, as he

does in his brief introduction cited above and in his actual practice of explanation, he

both implicates himself in a logical impossibility (I assert again: there is no non-

interpretive commentary) and actually cuts himself o² from any appreciation of the

delightful and ingenious intertextual play of this author. Within the realm of

intertextuality, he thus exhibits no interest in the subtle di²erences between such

categories as citation and allusion, on the one hand, and irony and parody, on the

other. He thus reads the opening line of the novel, for instance, as a straightforward

description of Reb Yudel, devoid of irony or parody or satire. He seems to diverge

completely from what has crystallized over the decades as the sophisticated reading

of the novel, which Miron, for instance, traces in his above-mentioned book. By

forswearing ``interpretation,'' he constricts himself to a limited reception of the text,

a reception that, unfortunately, does not allow him fully to exploit his prodigious

erudition.

The abstinence from the interpretive impulse allows Holtz to focus upon

Agnon's representation of the realia of Jewish life in Galicia at the time of the novel

and the raw linguistic material of the text, that is, its sources and references. The

motivated reader who comes to this annotated edition with an adequate Hebrew

literary competence will ®nd in it treasures of information that he can exploit in his
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reading and interpretation of the text. Much of this information cannot be found

elsewhere and even in its state in the notes, demands both work and imagination, as

demonstrated in our supercommentary above. Using this valuable material, the

reader forms a historically grounded interpretation that he can then convey to

others, either in articles or in lectures. Holtz's annotated edition is thus a signi®cant

contribution to Agnon studies and will ensure the continued reading of this major

classic of modern Hebrew literature. Though he does not mention it in his

introduction, it is di³cult to escape the notion that he, like others before him, senses

that without this annotation, both present and future generations might lose this

text. This sense of potential cultural loss is over a century old in Hebrew literary

circlesÐone thinks of Bialik's kinnusÐand imbues Holtz's Mar¥ot umkorot with a

distinctive gravity.

Arnold J. Band

Department of Comparative Literature

University of California, Los Angeles
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